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MILLION DOLLAR STREAK – SPORTSBOOK

PROMOTION

ON Task Receive Wager
Requirement

Type Site

9/5/2019–
12/12/2019

Place qualifying
pre-match NFL
Thursday night
football spread
bets in
consecutive
weeks to build
a streak of wins
to earn prizes

Once
reaching
a streak
of 3 or
more,
receive a
prize
based
upon the
final
streak
achieved

1X Sports
Betting

https://www.playsugarhous
page=sports#filter/all/

 

WHAT IS THE SPORTSBOOK PROMOTION?

Players will be able to place qualifying, real money football pre-match spread bets of $25 or more for
games within the specified dates of Thursday, September 5  to Thursday, December 12  on all NFL
Thursday games inclusive. Bettors will attempt to build a streak of at least 3 winning spread bets in a
row to receive $25 in Bonus Money, and as the streak increases, higher prizes. Prizes are awarded at
the level in which the streak is broken. Progress on each week’s qualifying spread bets will be tracked
on the ‘Million Dollar Streak Challenge’ page and updated weekly for the previous week’s game.

th th

HOW DO I PARTICIPATE?

Place qualifying real money bets of $25 or more on the pre-match spread for either team on an
NFL Thursday football game(s)

Qualifying real money bets must be on either team with the spread
Qualifying bets must be placed through the ‘Million Dollar Streak Challenge’ menu for the NFL
Thursday game(s) for that week only

Players may place qualifying spread bets to participate in the ‘Million Dollar Streak’ promotion
as soon as the line opens for the following week

Win at least 3 Thursday games to earn the right to a prize when the streak is broken
Players may build longer streaks to earn larger prizes

e.g. Upon achieving a streak of 3, you have now earned $25 in bonus money, but will
only receive the prize once the streak is broken or once the season ends. You may
continue to try and build your streak for greater prizes, and if the streak is broken,
you will receive the prize of the streak achieved

There is no penalty for lack of participation and not choosing a side to bet on, this week will
then become ‘null’
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e.g. If you achieve a streak of three, and fail to participate the following week, your
streak will still be at three even after the game is graded. You will not lose your
streak for failure to participate

Early buy-out/counter betting void that week’s qualifying challenge bets
e.g. Players cannot bet and receive winning credit for betting both sides of any day’s
challenge category. If this occurs, streak will be broken and reverted to 0

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

PROMOTION PERIOD

Commencing on September 5th, 2019, from 5:00:00 p.m. EST to December 12th, 2019 at 8:20:00 p.m.
EST. The database clock for the Services will be the official timekeeping device for the Promotion

ELIGIBILITY

The Promotions described below are governed by these official rules and the Terms of Service
(collectively, the “Rules”). All capitalized terms used in these official rules and not otherwise defined
shall have the meanings given to such terms in the Terms of Service.

Promotions are open only to individuals holding a valid account
for the Services (“Account”). To register for an Account, visit

 By participating in a Promotion,
you agree to abide by these Rules, and understand that the results of each Promotion, as determined
by Company, are final in all respects. 

 www.playsugarhouse.com.

PROMOTION RULES; PRIZES

Place qualifying real money bets of $25 or more on one side of the spread for each NFL
Thursday football game(s)
The wager must be a single straight bet – bets of $15 and $10 together will not count, and the
wager cannot be involved in a parlay

For whatever reason, if $25 bets are placed on both side of a given match, only the first bet will
count towards the streak

Patrons that win three or more consecutive NFL Thursday pre-match spread bets of $25 or
more in real money are eligible for Bonus Money Prizes. Prizes are credited to the players'
accounts once the streak is broken or the promotion ends. Prizes will be awarded by the
following Friday at 5 p.m EST.
Prize Level:

3 game streak: $25 in Bonus Money

4 : $50 in Bonus Moneygame streak
5 game streak: $100 in Bonus Money

6 game streak: $150 in Bonus Money

7 game streak: $250 in Bonus Money
8 game streak: $500 gift card to VividSeats.com

9 game streak: $500 gift card to VividSeats.com AND $500 in Bonus Money

0 game streak: $500 gift card to VividSeats.com AND $2,000 in Bonus Money
1 game streak: $5,000 in Cash Value

2 game streak: $10,000 in Cash Value
3 game streak: $25,000 in Cash Value
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4 game streak: $50,000 in Cash Value

5 game streak: $100,000 in Cash Value
6 game streak: $250,000 in Cash Value

7 game streak: $1,000,000 in Cash Value

$500 gift card to VividSeats.com can be exchanged for $400 in Bonus Money at streaks of 8, 9,
or 10
In addition to streaks of 3-17 being rewarded, the longest single streak for the entire season will
be awarded the grand prize of an all-inclusive trip for two to the Big Game in Miami, FL on
Sunday, February 2  2020 with game tickets, plane tickets, hotel, and $500 for spending money
included

nd

n the event two or more users achieve the same streak, the first tie breaker will be the
user who achieved the streak first

f they both started the streak in the same week, the second tie breaker will be the user
who has the larger average bet size on ‘Million Dollar Streak Challenge’ picks

Grand prize winner will be contacted by phone and email by the following Tuesday at
12:00PM after the final Thursday week 15 selection. Response is required within 48
hours, or the runner-up will receive contact for the grand prize

In the event of a spread on Thursday night pushing the following occurs:

The Sunday night NFL game for that given week is now opened, and users are given an
opportunity to continue their streak with this match
f the Sunday night game pushes, the Monday night NFL game is opened and the same
opportunity is given, with the first game on Monday night being eligible

f the Thursday, Sunday, and Monday night games all push, no credit is given for the
week with the week becoming ‘null’ and users can still advance further by picking the
following week

This promotion will run weeks 1-15 of the NFL season, with 3 total games on Thanksgiving,
bringing the total to 17 Thursday games as part of the contest
Bonus Money prizes will be issued to winning participants’ Accounts manually within 48 hours
of the end of each broken streak. Particular prize values are subject to change in our sole
discretion for each Promotion Period.
All Bonus Money has a 1x wager requirement. Bonus Money must only be wagered on Slots, Table games,

Video Poker games, or Sports Bets.

As Thanksgiving Day has three games, building the streak will be in chronological order of the
games

e.g. Thanksgiving game starting at 12:30pm EST will be the 13  game, 4:30pm EST the
14  game, and 8:20pm EST will be the 15  game

th
th th

n the event of spreads pushing, the first game chronologically that were to push will
then be represented by the Sunday night NFL game, the second push will be
represented by the Monday night NFL game, the third Thanksgiving push will result in
the game becoming ‘null’ and no credit given for the game

Chronological order will still be honored, e.g. the 4:30PM EST game on Thanksgiving
pushes, the Sunday night NFL game becomes the pick after the 8:20PM EST
Thanksgiving game

A streak constitutes as consecutive NFL Thursday spread bets of $25 or more. In the event a
player does not place a qualifying bet, i.e. $25 in real money or more, on an NFL Thursday
spread bet, the streak will remain as it did the prior week.
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e.g. a player places a qualifying bet on week 1 and wins, the same player places a
qualifying bet on week 2 and wins, the same player places a qualifying bet on week 3
and wins, the same player does not bet on week 4, and the same player places a
qualifying bet on week 5 and wins will result in a streak of 4.

Entry to the promotion is allowed at any time, however the minimum prize level is a streak of 3,
with the last opportunity to be credited a single victory towards the streak is week 15 with the
last opportunity to start a streak being week 13
In the event a streak is broken, a player may still participate in the promotion and start a new
streak.

e.g. a player places a qualifying bet on week 1 and wins, the same player places a
qualifying bet on week 2 and wins, the same player places a qualifying bet on week 3
and wins, the same player places a qualifying bet on week 4 and loses will result in a
payout for a streak of 3. When the same player places a qualifying bet on week 5 and
wins the result is now having a streak of 1 once again at the end of week 5. They can
earn a prize for a streak of 3 again, or any other higher prize as well

We reserve the right to only allow select participants to participate in the challenge.

We also reserve the right, at any time and for any reason as elected in our sole discretion, to
award an Account holder an additional participation opportunity. When we award an additional
Promotion participation opportunity to one player, we are in no way obligated to offer the same
or additional Promotion participation opportunities to any other player.
We reserve the right in our sole discretion to terminate, modify, or suspend any Promotion at
any time. We reserve the right to correct any typographical, printing, computer programming or
operator errors, including without limitation computer errors that erroneously award prizes.

Risk-free and low-risk bets on any games (i.e. betting in proportions on different outcomes in
the same hand to create “action” with minimum or no risk) are considered abuse of the
promotion and will null player’s participation.

We reserve the right to exclude certain customers from this promotion
Persons found tampering with a Promotion in any way to gain an unfair advantage, violating the
fair play or spirit of the Rules, or abusing any aspect of a Promotion may be disqualified, in our
sole discretion. Our decisions are final on all matters relating to Promotions.

Prize winnings with values in excess of $0 are taxable events. All federal, state and local
income taxes associated with each prize are the sole responsibility of the winner and winner
may be issued a form 1099. All expenses or costs associated with acceptance of the prize not
mentioned in these Rules are the sole responsibility of the winner.

PRIVACY

All Promotion participant information is collected and used by us in accordance with our Privacy
Policy.

By participating in the Promotion and accepting any prize, except where prohibited by law, each prize
winner grants Company and its designees permission to use her/his name, photograph, likeness,
voice, biographical information, statements, other User Content (as defined in the Terms of Service),
and address (city and state only) for advertising and/or publicity purposes worldwide and in all forms
of media now known or hereafter developed, in perpetuity, without further compensation.

SUGARHOUSE CASINO TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Players must claim each eligible bonus manually from within their account post log in per individual

promotion instructions
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To be eligible, you must be at least 21 years old, playing within the state of New Jersey, and not on any

exclusionary lists in New Jersey

To be eligible all personal and contract data associated to your account must be verifiable

Bet with your head, not over it. Gambling problem? Call 1-800-GAMBLER

COMMUNICATION

On site – Promotion Page, Email, Sportsbook Banner

Close


